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Uploading a Volunteer Paper File into Volunteer Central
Ideally, MSU Extension staff will move away from housing volunteer files in the physical, paper format and
move toward keeping files online in Volunteer Central. This is not a requirement, however, several staff will
find it convenient to have access to volunteer files in an online format rather than a paper format. This fact
sheet will help staff to understand some best practices in uploading paper files, flexibility in this process, and
ideas for being able to access uploaded volunteer file components.
Scanning VSP Paper Files

When scanning volunteer paper files, please follow these guidelines:


VSP file documents must be saved in a pdf format.



Paper files can be scanned in a few different ways. Staff should determine which way works best for
them based on the volunteer file and its components.
1) One continuous file.
This method is suggested when there are not many additional pieces of documentation
beyond the required VSP file components: staff action form, application, references,
interview, and volunteer acceptance letter. This is also appropriate when staff feel it is
unlikely they will need to review a volunteer’s file routinely.
When using this method, the continuous file should be saved as a pdf and labeled with the
volunteer’s last name and the words legacy file: “Smith, Legacy File.”
2) Multiple files.
This method is suggested when there are additional pieces of documentation found in the
volunteer file such as awards/ certificates, milestone recognition, newspaper articles,
correspondences, code of conduct violations, injury/property damage reports, or any
documentation of conversations that go beyond normal pleasantries.
When using this method, the VSP components and any documentation, not including
documentation of staff conversations with the volunteer, should be saved as a pdf and
labeled with the volunteer’s last name and the words legacy file: “Smith: Legacy File.”
Documentation of staff conversations with the volunteer should be saved as a pdf and
labeled with the volunteer’s last name and the words documentation of conversations:
“Smith: Documentations of Conversations.”
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Uploading VSP Files

To upload pdf documents, see the graphic below and follow these steps:
1) Once paper files have been scanned and saved as a pdf, staff need to log into Volunteer Central’s
eCoodinator, locate the volunteer’s name and open their profile.
2) Go to the attachments tab. See #2 in the graphic below.
3) In the attachments tab, on the left is a list of attachments. To upload volunteer files, staff will
primarily be using the attachments labeled “Legacy Volunteer File” and “Documentation of
Conversations with Volunteer.” See the red arrows below.
o

If staff chose option #1 above, to scan volunteer files in one continuous file, the saved pdf
should be uploaded into the Legacy Volunteer File on the attachment list.

o

If staff chose option #2 above, to scan volunteer files into multiple files, the saved pdfs
should be uploaded using both the “Legacy Volunteer File” and “Documentation of
Conversations with Volunteer” on the attachments list.

4) To upload, click on the title of the attachment, such as “Legacy Volunteer File.” That title will
become bolded showing that it’s selected.
5) Under “File,” click on the “Choose File” box. Select the file from your computer and then click
“Open.” See #5 in the graphic below.
6) Click on the box “Upload” to upload the pdf file. If successfully uploaded, you will see a green check
mark next to the title on the attachment list. See the green check mark next to the first red arrow
below.
7) To finalize the upload of the pdf documents, click on the “Finish” box in the lower right-hand corner.
8) It may be helpful to go back into the volunteer’s profile and revisit the attachments tab to be sure
that the correct files uploaded successfully before moving forward with deleting the pdf file from
your computer.
Deleting Saved Volunteer Files from Computer

It is not an acceptable practice to keep volunteer files on MSU Computers, thumb drives, or other external
devises. Staff should delete them from these sources as soon as they have confirmed that the pdf files have
successfully uploaded into Volunteer Central. Files should also be removed from computer Recycle Bins.
Destroying Paper Volunteer Files

Once volunteer files are successfully uploaded and pdf files are removed from computers, thumb drives or
other external devises, it is acceptable to destroy paper volunteer files by shredding them. Volunteers who are
inactive need to have their files saved for three years before destroying.
There are instances when paper volunteer files must NOT be destroyed and can not be uploaded into
Volunteer Central including: volunteer applicants that have not been accepted and volunteers that have
received disciplinary action including suspension and/or dismissal. In these instances, volunteer paper files
must be kept in a locked file cabinet in the MSU Extension office.
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